NESTREST

NESTREST

Standing lounger, incl. Base, rotating
Design by Daniel Pouzet & Fred Frety | Item code: 090023 | Weight 99,5 kg /219 lbs | Volume 11,8 m³/417 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 6,80 m /9.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Thanks to its innovative, organic structure and the cocoon-like sense of protection it affords, the NESTREST
lounger has established itself as icon of contemporary design. Laden with cushions, its interior is supremely comfortable, breathable and private, the special fiber weave allowing those inside to see out while preventing those outside
from looking in.
Standing lounger: The standing lounger comes with its own 360° rotating base, combining all the comfort and
cosiness of the hanging version with the convenience of mounting on the ground.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder- coating
Characteristics: Organic, iconic, innovative, architectural, protective, plush, private
Options: can be used as a hanging lounger
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Special Features

360°
002
natural

083
chalk

Cover (tailored to protect seat
and deco cushions only)

Rotatable by 360°.

Fabrics

Deco cushions

Item code: 95090119

Pre-mounted handles

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Recommended number of deco cushions
8x 60 x 50 cm + 4x 40 x 40 cm
8x 23½" x 19¾" + 4x 15¾" x 15¾"
8x 95050087 + 4x 95050081

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

NESTREST
Hanging lounger

Design by Daniel Pouzet & Fred Frety | Item code: 090019 | Weight 85,5 kg /188 lbs | Volume 10,7 m³/378 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 6,80 m /9.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Thanks to its innovative, organic structure and the cocoon-like sense of protection it affords, the NESTREST
lounger has established itself as icon of contemporary design. Laden with cushions, its interior is supremely comfortable, breathable and private, the special fiber weave allowing those inside to see out while preventing those outside
from looking in.
Hanging lounger: With its specially- designed system of ropes, the NESTREST hanging lounger is easily hung from a
tree branch or other suitable support and blends effortlessly with its surroundings.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder- coating
Characteristics: Organic, iconic, innovative, architectural, protective, plush, private
Options: May be used as a standing lounger when a base is attached
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Special Features

Fabrics

Deco cushions

Item code: 95090119
002
natural

083
chalk

Cover (tailored to protect seat
and deco cushions only)

Pre-mounted handles

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Recommended number of deco cushions
8x 60 x 50 cm + 4x 40 x 40 cm
8x 23½" x 19¾" + 4x 15¾" x 15¾"
8x 95050087 + 4x 95050081

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

NESTREST

Base, rotating – suitable for Hanging and Standing lounger
Design by Daniel Pouzet & Fred Frety | Item code: 090018 | Weight 14 kg /31 lbs | Volume 0,34 m³/12 cu ft
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Collection: Thanks to its innovative, organic structure and the cocoon-like sense of protection it affords, the NESTREST
lounger has established itself as icon of contemporary design. Laden with cushions, its interior is supremely comfortable, breathable and private, the special fiber weave allowing those inside to see out while preventing those outside
from looking in.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder- coating
Characteristics: Organic, iconic, innovative, architectural, protective, plush, private
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. To ensure a smooth-running, long-lasting rotating base,
please rinse the rolls of the base regularly with water.

Fiber Standard

Special Features

360°
002
natural

083
chalk

Rotatable by 360°.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

